Carmel Church hub for transit corridor

Results of three-year study presented by Kinlhorn

By Sarah Vogelsong

Carmel Church has been identified as the best site for a dual bus and rail transit facility that would form the hub of the proposed Caroline County Transit Corridor stretching between Richmond and Washington, D.C.

The recommendation was the result of an extensive analysis that Caroline County and the Fredericksburg Area Mass Transit Planning Organization, along with the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation, commissioned from the Fredericksburg-based consulting firm Kempf Kinlhorn and Associates. The three-year study also examined three other possibilities, for a transit hub—Ladoga, Bowling Green, and Woodford. The study also factored in the Stainless Jackline Shiree of off Route 60/60—best identified as the potential hub.

Carmel Church was the most efficient location.

“Because great rail access, it has very good I-95 access in and out, it’s also in an area where the county has a small amount of freight tons as well as passenger foot traffic coming on the rail corridor, so that corridor could be used for that rail purpose,” said Wygle.

Wygle said identifying Carmel Church as the preferred hub of the region was a result of looking in detail at three transportation options. The first proposed is a bus service system with buses traveling north and south along I-95. The second would be an intercity passenger rail service, using CARMEL/CURCH page 2

Fire chief assesses emergency response systems in balloon crash

By Sarah Vogelsong

Emergency management professionals put in place the first hot air balloon crash of May 9 helped county responders handle the situation as it unfolded while working together to ensure the county’s emergency response system will be up to the task.

The balloon that crashed near La Loche told the Board of Supervisors at their last meeting. Both the Caroline County Emergency Operations Plan and the report that the county has prepared put in place for Meadow Event Park, the locale of the Mid-Atlantic Balloon Festival, proved invaluable for response.

Major Scott Moser and Capt. Angel Montalvo of the Shenandoah Valley Police put the balloon wreckage out of the mountains in Ruther Glen on May 27.
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